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INTRODUCTION
Visualization of complex information is one of the best ways to communicate its meaning. The focus of this effort is on the creation of the geometry portion a Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML) file that is used to visualize ground vehicle simulations. As Figure 1 depicts, there are five essential elements that should be included within the composite VRML file for meaningful visualization effects. Only the geometry element is discussed here. The geometry element is a generic file with the ".geometry" extension that contains three dimensional points and connection information that make up polygonal parts, or geometric structures. This report addresses the conversion process between the Movie.BYU format to the generic ".geometry" format to be used with VRML. The conversion process is accomplished with the AWK Programming Language, named after its authors (Alfred V. Aho, Brian W. Kernighan, and Peter J. Weinberger at Bell Labs), which is designed to provide easy data manipulation and extraction of text files. In this case the Free Software Foundation's GNU version, GAWK, is used. More conversion processes may be developed in the future for inclusion of other geometric file formats. The focus of this discussion is restricted to the conversion of the Movie.BYU format. Section 2.0 begins with a discussion of the Movie.BYU format. Section 3.0 discusses the geometry (".geometry") format, section 4.0 discusses the VRML format that will be generated from the ".geometry" format, and section 5.0 outlines the GAWK conversion processes with subsections on specific topics. 
MOVIE.BYU FORMAT
The Movie.BYU format [1] was developed at Brigham Young University and may also be referred to as a ".geo" file. It is a very simple ASCII based format that allows for multiple non-connecting parts. Movie.BYU file. It contains four sections. Section one defines the number of parts, vertices, polygons, and connectivity. Section two defines starting and ending polygons for each part. Section three contains the three dimensional (x,y,z) data for each vertex. Section four defines the vertices making up each polygon. Sections one, two, and four use integer values and each line has the FORTRAN format of "10I8". In section four, the end of a polygon vertex is signaled by a minus integer. Section three contains floating point numbers and each line has the FORTRAN format of "6E12.5". The gray box in Figure 2 shows an example file layout.
GEOMETRY FORMAT
The geometry file is also a simple ASCII file like the Movie.BYU, only with a different format. Its format is laid out into sections. Two sections are possible: Points and Part. Multiple Part sections are possible.
The Point section begins with "#POINTS:" and ends with "#END". Following the colon in the "#POINTS:" header the number of points (or lines) should be given. Each line between the header and trailer contains the x, y, and z component of a three dimensional point (vertex) in space. Below is an example ".geometry" file: The Part section begins with "#PART:" and ends with "#END". Following the colon in the "#PARTS:" header the number of the part should be given. Each line between the header and trailer contains the index number into the point array of each point (zero index based) to be connected together to form a polygonal face. This sequence is ended with "-1". For a triangular surface each line will only contain four numbers (three vertices and the value "-1"). The length of each line is not specified since it is just copied into the VRML file (see 4.0 VRML FORMAT). See the example ".geometry" file above.
VRML FORMAT
The geometric data used in the VRML file [2] is included using the Coordinate and IndexedFaceSet nodes as defined in ISO 14772-1:1997. The creation of these nodes is done during final scene assembly with another program. A description is included here to help understand where the geometry data is included into the final VRML scene file.
The Coordinate Node template is
DEF Cx Coordinate { point [ x1 x2 x3 ... xn] }.
This node defines all the points in the geometry file first. By including a name to the node definition, it can be referenced later in other nodes and save space by not requiring a redefinition of all the coordinates.
The IndexedFaceSet Node template is DEF Cx_Px IndexedFaceSet { coord USE Cx coordIndex [ d1 d2 d3 ...
-1] }
This node defines all the indexes into a given coordinate set that composes each polygonal face of each geometric structure. 3018 3019 3020 3021 3022 3023 3024 3025 3026 3027 3028 3029 3030 3031 3032 -1  3047 3046 3045 3044 3043 3042 3041 3040 3039 3038 3037 3036 3035 3034 3033 -1  3018 3033 3034 3019 - Note that the Coordinate node contains vertices for four parts.
GAWK CONVERSION
The creation of the geometry portion of the VRML file is done with GAWK. This is a very useful scripting language that is available for UNIX and Windows operating systems from The Free Software Foundation ("www.gnu.org/software/gawk/gawk.html") or directly from Bell Labs ("cm.bell-labs.com/cm/cs/awkbook/"). Figure 3 outlines the AWK process.
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Parameters are passed to the AWK script before it begins processing the input file. Output can be sent to the standard output or a specified file. An example of the calling structure with the script name "geo2geometry.awk" is given below 
INPUT
The input file is named "geo.names". Its contents are just a list of files to convert. Its format can contain up to two columns separated by spaces. The first column is the Movie.BYU (or .geo) file name and the optional second column is "1" if normals are to be reversed on the geometry. An example is included below: vicplsROTb axle1ROTb axle2ROTb 1 axle34ROTb axle5ROTb wheel1ROTb 1 retdrawbar trailerbitspreadwtank2 RMS1.50-ROT
Notice the "1" after "axle2ROTb" and "wheel1ROTb" to indicate that normals are to be reversed. It is assumed that all file names listed in the "geo.names" input file have the same extension (in the example ".geo").
OUTPUT
The converted file will have the same name as in the "geo.names" file, but with a ".geometry" extension. This format is discussed in section 3.0.
While it is not considered directly part of the conversion process, output of a formatted version of the "geo.names" file is required for scene assembly as discussed in Section 1.0 and Figure 1 . An example of this simple AWK program is given below gawk '{printf "%3d %s\n", NR,$1;}' geo.names > G.names
The "G.names" file is used for visual inspection of the geometry index number to ensure proper alignment with other VRML properties and is used in final scene assembly. An example of the "G.names" file format is given below .   1  vicplsROTb  2  axle1ROTb  3  axle2ROTb  5  axle34ROTb  6  axle5ROTb  7  wheel1ROTb  8  retdrawbar  9  trailerbitspreadwtank2  10 RMS1.50-ROT
CODE SECTIONS
The GAWK script "geo2geometry.awk" is included in Appendix A. It begins with initializing variables. Then each name is checked to see if it is a duplicate. If it is, processing skips to the next file name. For each file name a flag is set to whether normals should be reversed on not. Processing for each file name is continued as follows: Table 2 defines some important internal parameter definitions. Reversing normals (RNOR=1) is accomplished by saving the sequence of polynomial vertices into an array and then writing them out in reverse order. (Without specific normals specified, the right-hand-rule is used to define them. Reversing the vertex order accomplishes this.)
